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        Each year men across Massachusetts gather to take part in White Ribbon Day. The Massachusetts 

White Ribbon Day Campaign, sponsored by Jane Doe Inc., is a movement that encourages men to speak 

out against all forms of violence against women. As a resident of Marshfield, I ask that my neighbors join 

me and other men and boys throughout Massachusetts to work toward ending violence against women 

in our community. 

        In 1994, my family and I lost my sister Shannon to violence. Twenty years have passed and her 

absence is equally present today to those of us who knew her. 

        After Shannon’s death, I began working in a profession dedicated to serving crime victims and 

survivors. I have remained in this work since then and know all too well how prevalent violence against 

women across this Commonwealth. I have seen the permanent damage it can cause to families and I 

have also witnessed the incredible strength and resilience of survivors. I have seen the difference one 

person can make in preventing violence and it is that role I believe each of us has an opportunity and 

responsibility to take on. 

        The Massachusetts White Ribbon Day Campaign encourages us to pledge our commitment to 

“promise to be part of the solution in ending violence against women.” The 2015 campaign theme this 

year is “#REIMAGINEMANHOOD.” 

        The Governor’s Proclamation that declared March 5, 2015 as White Ribbon Day in Massachusetts 

explained the campaign “invites us to reimagine the norms associated with manhood as valuing respect, 

compassion and non-violence as an antidote to the abuse of power in relationships and society.” The 

campaign idea is both simple and powerful. Men wear the white ribbon to promote respect and non-

violent relationships for our friends, mothers, sisters, and daughters. 

        In recognition of this I ask you to take a moment to bring this message to all the men and boys in 

your life. It is the open conversations we have with our brothers and sons today that are the key to 

creating a safer world for our sisters and daughters in the future. In important campaigns such as this 

one, each member who becomes involved makes a difference, and with each difference that is made we 

are closer to ending sexual and domestic violence against women. 

        I hope that you will join me in committing to eliminate all forms of violence against women and to 

promote equality and respect for all. With each of our individual efforts combined, we can achieve a 

safe community for everyone in it. 
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